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Motivated by the recent discovery of superconductivity in two-dimensional CoO2 layers, we present some
possibly useful results of the resonating valence bond mean-field theory applied to the triangular lattice. An
interesting time reversal breaking superconducting state arises from strongly frustrated interactions. Away from
half filling, the order parameter is found to be complex, and yields a fully gapped quasiparticle spectrum. The
sign of the hopping plays a crucial role in the analysis, and we find that superconductivity is as fragile for one
sign as it is robust for the other. NaxCoO2•yH2O is argued to belong to the robust case, by comparing the
local-density approximation fermi surface with an effective tight-binding model. The high-frequency Hall
constant in this system is potentially interesting, since it is pointed out to increase linearly with temperature
without saturation forT.Tdegeneracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of superconductivity at low te
peratures in CoO2 layered compounds1 is an interesting
event, since it may be the long soughtlow-temperaturereso-
nating valence bond~RVB! superconductor, on a lattic
which was at the basis of Anderson’s original ideas on
possible quantum spin liquid state2. Although the spin-1/2
triangular lattice appears to have better states with three
lattice magnetic order, it is possible that the RVB state
attained for sufficiently high doping, and it seems to be b
useful and worthwhile to explicitly state the detailed resu
of the RVB ideas applied to this lattice so as to serve a
reference point for further experiments that are surely fo
coming shortly.

Another reason why the triangular lattice is important
that there exists a very complete and highly nontrivial se
ideas having their origin in the fractional quantum Hall phy
ics that have been theoretically applied to the triangular
tice by Kalmeyer and Laughlin.3 Their picture of am52
fractional quantum Hall effect state of interacting hardco
bosons~viz., the spin-1/2 particles! leads to anyonic particle
on doping and to a Meissner-like time-reversal break
state. Such a state can be alternately viewed in the lang
of the flux phases, where Anderson, Shastry, a
Hristopulos4 ~and also Ref. 5! showed its equivalence to
flux p/2 per triangle state. Systematics of the doping dep
dence of the optimum flux have not apparently been do
and presumably that is another interesting area to pursu
the present context.

Earlier weak coupling results on superconductivity in t
triangular lattice6 were motivated by experiments on organ
superconductors. A recent high-temperature expansion s
of the t-J model on the triangular lattice estimates the to
entropy and magnetic susceptibility as a function of tempe
ture and doping.7

In the present work, we perform what seems to be a c
sistent and simple version of RVB theory, one which yie
d-wave order for the square lattice8 and also for the othe
recently interesting case of SrCu2(BO3)2.9 Earlier calcula-
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tions have been done by other authors in a spirit similar
ours: Ref. 5 is confined to half filling and a recent work b
Baskaran10 makes some qualitative points that are comm
to our calculations. Within this version, we evaluate the c
of positive as well as negative hoppings since these are
very different in their physical content. Using the particl
hole transformation for fermions, we may define two bro
cases of interest: CaseA: Here we have either~i! t.0 and
electron doping, or~ii ! t,0 and hole doping; and CaseB:
here we have either~i! t.0 and hole doping, or~ii ! t,0 and
electron doping. Here we note that the Hamiltonian of thet-J
model is written in the standard form:

H52t (
^ i , j &,s

Pcis
† cj sP1J(

^ i , j &
S Si•Sj2

ninj

4 D , ~1!

whereP stands for the Gutzwiller projection due to largeU,
and the summation is over nearest neighbors. The notatio
hole and electron filling isrelative to half fillingin the effec-
tive one-band model for this system and, as usual,d
5u12nu, wheren is the electron concentration. This mod
incorporates both electronic frustration and spin frustrat
through the kinetic and the exchange energies. The for
favors Nagaoka ferromagnetism for caseA ~see later!, while
the frustrated antiferromagnetic exchangeJ competes agains
it for both cases. The use of an antiferromagnetic exchang
motivated by the observed Curie-Weiss susceptibility with
negative Curie-Weiss temperature,11 and though surprising in
the event of a 98° Co-O-Co bond angle, is not without p
cedent, since CuGeO3 with the same bond angle has also
AFM J (;120 °K).12

A first step in the direction of identifying an effectiv
one-band model is in the work of Singh,13 whose local-
density approximation~LDA ! calculation of the band struc
ture shows that the Fermi energy for the case of NaCo2O4
is in a tight-binding-like set of states oft2g symmetry, in
the close proximity of and slightly above a sharp peak
the electronic density of state. We interpret this as
example of caseA~i! above, since the Fermi surface fo
triangular lattice tight-binding band structure,e(k)
522t„cos(kx)12 cos(kx/2)cos(A3ky/2)…, gives a density of
states~DOS! ~see Fig. 1! with a prominent peak near th
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Fermi level for Na0.5CoO2 as well as the extremity of the
band, and to the extent that the low-energy structures
irrelevant, this matches the LDA DOS.14 We return to discuss
this issue in Sec. IV. The fiduciary Mott insulating state fro
where the hole/electron doping is measured is the cas
pure CoO2 on a triangular lattice. This particular system h
apparently not been realized experimentally so far due
lattice structure change.

II. A FEW REMARKS ON FERROMAGNETISM
AND THE HALL CONSTANT

IN THE TRIANGULAR LATTICE

Before describing the RVB calculation, we recount a fe
remarkable features of the triangular lattice Hubbard andt-J
model physics, which may be useful in future studies.

A. Ferromagnetism

Singh has noted that the LDA calculations of NaCo2O4
show an instability of the paramagnetic state towards a
romagnetic state. Indeed this is exactly what one exp
from the Nagaoka physics on the triangular lattice as sho
by Shastry, Krishnamurthy, and Anderson,15 who pointed out
that while caseB above is highly detrimental to ferromag
netism in the infiniteU limit, caseA highly favors the ferro-
magnetic state. This follows from a stability analysis of t
low-energy excitations of the state. Ferromagnetism is
fate of caseA, t-J model atJ50 for essentially all fillings.
At low dopings, turning on a sufficiently strong antiferro
magneticJ removes the Nagaoka instability, for some ran
of hole doping. We argue below that in this very dopi
range, the RVB superconducting phase emerges instea
higher doping, i.e., in the high electron density limit of ca
A~i!, J becomes irrelevant. For an almost filled band, w
the Fermi energy near a peak in the DOS~as in transition-
metal ferromagnetism!, the work of Kanamori and Galitski
predicts ferromagnetism. Thus notwithstanding the result
the RVB state, we must expect metallic ferromagnetism
the case when the electron doping is high in caseA~i!. The

FIG. 1. The density of states for the triangular lattice tig
binding Hamiltonian, and locations of various systems.
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observation of ferromagnetism in Na0.75CoO2 ~Ref. 16! is
consistent with these arguments, while being enigmatic
that the high-temperature susceptibility shows a nega
Curie-Weiss temperature.

B. High-frequency Hall effect

A fascinating property of the triangular lattice was not
in Ref. 17. The high-frequency Hall constantRH* is amenable
to a lattice walk expansion. It can be expressed in terms
loops encircling a flux, and manages to capture the M
Hubbard aspect of the problem, such as a vanishing ‘‘eff
tive Hall carrier density’’ near half filling on the square la
tice. The resulting high-frequency Hall constant, in Mo
Hubbard systems, isnot a measure of carrier density, unlik
in simple conductors, but encodes complicated correlati
of the underlying system. The topology of the lattice play
critical role in determining this object, since it depends up
the length of the closed loops, and the triangular lattice w
noted to be exceptional in having the smallest length o
closed loop, with an odd number of steps, namely thr
leading to a very different behavior from say the square
tice. A calculation for the triangular lattice in the case of ho
doping yields

RH* 52
v

8ueu
kBT

t

11d

d~12d!
@Case A~ ii ! or B~ i!#.

~2!

Here ueu is the magnitude of the electronic charge andv is
the physical~three-dimensional! unit-cell volume containing
one cobalt ion, which from Ref. 1 may be estimated to
67.71310224 cm3.18 We remark that this result is compute
in the case of hole doping and for either sign of hopping ‘‘t, ’’
i.e., caseA~ii ! or B~i!, and in comparison with electron dop
ing, caseA~i! or B~ii !, one must use the usual rules fo
particle-hole transformationt→2t as well asd5u12nu.
This leads to the following expression forRH* in the case of
electron doping:

RH* 5
v

8ueu
kBT

t

11d

d~12d!
@Case A~ i! or B~ ii !#. ~3!

The expressions in Eqs.~2! and~3! are valid when tempera
ture T.Tdegeneracy;utu. SinceTdegeneracyseems so low in
these systems, as evinced by the strong Curie-Weiss be
ior, this result, so remarkable in absence of saturation
temperature, seems worthwhile to be checked experim
tally. This could also be used to experimentally determine
magnitude as well as sign of ‘‘t ’’ for an effective one-band
system. The distinction between the transport and the h
frequency Hall constants is argued to be through a w
frequency and temperature dependent self-energy, and h
it is possible that the transport measurements are also an
lous in the same sense.19

III. THE RVB CALCULATION
AND ITS DETAILED PREDICTIONS

A. Mean-field equations

The ‘‘J’’ term in Eq. ~1! can be rewritten as
2J( i , jbi j

† bi j , where the bond operatorbi j
† 5(ci↑

† cj↓
†

2ci↓
† cj↑

† )/A2 is a singlet pair creation operator acting on
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pair of sitesi and j. The RVB mean-field calculations ar
carried out by defining a complex order parameterD i j
5^bi j &. On the triangular lattice, we have three differe
nearest-neighbor bonds, one along sayx direction and the
other two at an angle ofp/3 and 2p/3 with x axis. We
consider a simple situation whereuD i j u5D along all bonds,
but three different phases are allowed along three kind
bonds. Since one of the phases can be gauged away, only
~relative! phases are sufficient. We assign zero phase a
the x direction,u andf along thep/3 and 2p/3 directions,
respectively. In momentum space, this choice of mean-fi
order parameter leads to the followingk-space function
D(k), which carries the order-parameter symmetry inform
tion:

D~k!5cos~kx!1eiucos~kx/21A3ky/2!

1eifcos~kx/22A3ky/2!. ~4!

The effect of projection of double occupancy on hoppi
is accounted for by a simple approximation wheret is re-
placed bytd, with d being the hole concentration. Our ca
culations have been done only for the hole doping case,
for both t.0 as well ast,0 @casesB~i! andA~ii !#. The case
of electron doping can easily be related to these calculat
by particle-hole transformation, as described earlier.

We get two mean-field equations, one forD and the other
for m, the chemical potential. These are

D5
1

6JL (
k

]E~k!

]D
tanhS bE~k!

2 D , ~5!

d52
1

L (
k

]E~k!

]m
tanhS bE~k!

2 D . ~6!

HereE(k)5A@e(k)2m#212J2D2uD(k)u2, D(k) is given in
Eq. ~4!.

B. Order parameter and quasiparticle spectrum

We solve Eqs.~5! and ~6! self-consistently for given val-
ues of d and t, and for different choices ofu and f. All
energies are measured in units of the exchange couplingJ.

First, we perform the computation atT50 and find the
values ofu andf, at different hole concentrations, for whic
the ground-state energy is minimum. This fixes the symme
of the mean-field order parameter. Atd50, the ground-state
energy is lowest for (u,f)5(0,6p/2) and (u,f)5
(6p/2,0), in contrast to the case of (u,f)5(2p/3,4p/3) of
Ref. 5 which has slightly higher energy. At half filling, th
ground state has a lower symmetry of cubic type rather t
the sixfold rotational symmetry of the triangular lattice.

Away from half filling, the ground-state energy is lowe
at (u,f)5(2p/3,4p/3), (4p/3,2p/3), and (2p/3,
22p/3). Three other phase points, which are related to th
via inversion with respect to origin, are equivalent, and
gether these six minimum energy phase points reflect
symmetry of the Brillouin zone. Figure 2 shows the mea
t
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field energy density plotted as a function ofu andf. In rest
of the calculations, we just choose one of these points
perform the computation.

At u52p/3 and f54p/3, for various values oft, the
mean fieldD is computed as a function of hole concentr
tion, as shown in Fig. 3.D decreases rapidly fort.0 rather
than for t,0, as the hole concentration is increased. T
larger magnitude ofD as well as the greater doping rang
suggest that caseA, that is ‘‘t,0 and hole doping’’ or ‘‘t
.0 and electron doping,’’ presents a more robust case for
RVB state of superconductivity, as compared to caseB.

The results of this low-temperature mean-field theo
should be contrasted to those of the high-temperature se
in Ref. ~7!, who interpret their extrapolated results to imp
lower entropy at low temperatures (kT,utu) for caseB, and
hence perhaps greater tendency towards some~nonferromag-
netic! ordering. Further work needs to be done to reconc
these findings.

FIG. 2. The mean-field energy density surface as a function
the internal phasesu andf ~in units of p) of the order parameter
The minima occur at six corner points of the Brillouin zone.

FIG. 3. The mean fieldD as a function of the hole concentratio
d for both positive and negativet in units of J.
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Next we present the quasiparticle dispersion and the q
siparticle density of states from our mean-field calculatio
These calculation are done for a physically relevant value
d;0.35 at which superconductivity is observed
NaxCoO2•yH2O.1 The cobalt oxide layer alone acts as
half-filled system in the effective one-band picture, theref
the carrier concentration in excess to the half-filled cas
just x.

Both the quasiparticle dispersion and the density of sta
in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, show an energy gap in
spectrum. The reason lies in the fact that functionD(k) is
complex. For (u,f)5(2p/3,4p/3), the functionD(k)5d1

2 id2, where d15cos(kx)2cos(kx/2)cos(A3ky/2) and d2

5A3sin(kx/2)sin(A3ky/2). Thus our results are akin to th
dx22y21 idxy symmetry case in the cuprates.

The modulus ofD(k) is nonzero at all points in the Bril
louin zone, except at six zone corner points, which
(2p/3,22p/3), (2p/3,4p/3), etc., and the origin. Thoug
e(k)2m has contour of zeros within the Brillouin zone, th
chance of six corner points lying on this contour of zeros
almost zero. This point is clear in Fig. 6, whereuD(k)u and

FIG. 4. The quasiparticle dispersionE(k). The coordinates of
G, M, and K symmetry points in the Brillouin zone are given
units of p. The coordinates (k1 , k2) given here are such thatk1

5kx andk25(kx1A3ky)/2, wherekx andky are the usualk-space
variables alongx andy directions.

FIG. 5. The quasiparticle density of states.
a-
.
f

e
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e

e

s

e(k)2m are plotted along the three symmetry directions
the Brillouin zone. The gap fort521 and22 is approxi-
mately 0.2J and 0.1J, respectively.

The gap (;uDu) decreases with increasingutu as already
noted. We mention that the quasiparticle spectrum is gap
for t.0 as well, but the gap is very small around the dopi
of our interest. In fact for reasonable values oft ~say, 3! it is
zero, precisely becauseD50. Thus, caseB does not favor
RVB solution for large dopings, say 0.3 or beyond.

We have also calculated temperature at which the me
field order parameterD vanishes for different values ofd. It
helps us understand the broad nature of thermodyna
phase diagram inT-d plane. Figure 7 shows the transitio
temperatures for different hole concentrations for whichD
vanishes.

The question of RVB superconductivity needs a lit
more care than what we have given so far. The mean fieldD,
though a pairing order parameter, does not by itself im
superconductivity. For example, at half fillingD is nonzero,
but it is insulating. The identification of the superconducti
phase inT-d diagram can, however, be done within th

FIG. 6. The dashed line is foruD(k)u and the solid line is for
@e(k)2m#/2td.

FIG. 7. T is in units ofJ. The case witht.0 for d;0.35 is not
very robust for the RVB mean-field theory whereast,0 is favor-
able.
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framework of the slave-boson approach. This approach
been quite popular in the RVB theories oft-J model on
square lattice.22 Here the physical electron operatorcs

†

5 f s
†b, wheref is the spin-1/2 neutral fermion andb is the

spin-0 charged boson, and the projection of double oc
pancy is in-built into the construction.

The superconducting order parameter^c†c†&;^bb&
3^ f †f †& is a product of spin-pairing order parameter and
bose condensation factor. What we have obtained from
mean-field calculation is essentially the spin-pairing or
parameter. The true superconducting order paramete
DSC;FBD, whereD is the mean-field order parameter. Th
bose condensation temperature forb bosons~for FB to be
nonzero! needs to be estimated separately. That region
T-d diagram, where bothFB as wellD are nonzero, can be
interpreted as the RVB superconducting phase. There
three more typical regions according to this interpretati
~1! spin gap:DÞ0 and FB50, ~2! strange metal:D5FB
50, and ~3! normal metal:D50 and FBÞ0. With this
qualitative picture in mind, we will present a rough pha
diagram for the cobalt oxide superconductors.

Let us briefly mention how we estimate the bose cond
sation temperatureTBC for the bosons. There are othe
ways,22 but we will discuss our roughly equivalent prescri
tion. The b bosons, at the level of mean-field decouplin
will effectively have the same band structure as that
the tight-binding electrons on triangular lattice. Therefo
TBC is defined as a temperature at which the boson chem
potential tends to be the band’s bottom. Since free bos
cannot condense in two dimensions, we will take the c
of three-dimensional band structure with a largec-axis
anisotropy. Around the band’s bottom, the energy dispers
can be approximated asc* (k21kz

2/g). The curvaturec*
is related to the two-dimensional density of states at
band edge,r* , as c* '(1/4pr* ). Now, using the fact
that free boson can condense in three dimensionsd
5(1/L)(k1/(ebBC[ e(k)2emin]21). Simplifying it for g
@p/4, we get

TBC'
d

r*

1

21 ln~4g/p!
.

Since the anisotropy affects only logarithmically, we c
safely take some large value forg;100, especially when the
real system is a good quasi-two-dimensional system.

C. Phase diagram

Here we propose a rough phase diagram for triang
lattice, layered cobalt oxide materials over a wide range
doping based upon our calculation in the scheme of c
A~ii ! as shown in Fig. 8. This phase diagram encompass
number of interesting phases, including the recently
served superconducting phase. We will briefly describe e
of the labeled region in Fig. 8.

The exchange couplingJ is estimated from the high
temperature susceptibility data11 for Na0.5CoO2. Its Curie-
Weiss temperature is approximately2118 K which givesJ
;79 K. For dopingd50.35, TC for transition into a RVB
as
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superconducting state is approximately 10 K, compared
the measuredTC;5 K.1 An important prediction for the su
perconducting phase is the existence of an energy gap in
quasiparticle spectrum. It arises because the supercondu
order parameter is complex, with relative internal pha
2p/3 and 4p/3 thus avoiding the possibility of generic van
ishing of the gap along lines or points in the momentu
space. The optimal doping seems to be around 0.15.

On the higher side of the doping (d*0.5) in Fig. 8, we
expect the RVB superconducting state to become unstab
favor of a ferromagnetic metallic state where either the N
gaoka or the Kanamori ferromagnetism plays a domin
role. We calld50.5 ~electron concentration,n51.5) as the
Nagaoka-Kanamori line, the rough location where the N
gaoka physics of the doped Mott state transmutes into
Brueckner-type Kanamori physics of multiple scattering
an almost filled band. The precise location of the pha
boundary between the superconducting and the ferrom
netic states is difficult to predict from the present calculatio
since the RVB mean-field theory is not particularly accur
in getting the absolute energies for various states. We pre
only a guide to the eye in our phase diagram. At sufficien
high temperatures, we expect ferrometal to parametal tra
tion across the Nagaoka-Kanamori line, which can be e
mated from the spin stiffness of the quasi-2D ferromagn
Apart from the above-mentioned important phases, one m
expect a spin-gapped phase in the low-doping lo
temperature regime, since that is where exchange interac
will play a more decisive role. The three sublattice antifer
magnetic phase of the triangular lattice AFM is likely
persist for small doping. We also expect a strange meta
phase to exist at moderate doping, but only at higher te
peratures.

We next also present, in Fig. 9, the mean-field phase
gram for caseB~i!. Though caseB is less favorable than cas
A, it does yet achieve the RVB superconducting phase
small values oft (;J or smaller; see Fig. 7!. Since the value
of utu in these cobaltates is believed to be rather low, it see
appropriate to record the results for caseB also.

This phase diagram is a simpler version of the mean-fi
phase diagram for caseA~ii !, with the symbols having the

FIG. 8. The mean-field phase diagram fort523J and (u,f)
5(2p/3,4p/3).
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same meaning. The possibility of a ferromagnetic phase d
not arise in this case, leading to its simplicity. Here we fi
TC;6 K at 0.35 hole concentration. The optimal doping a
the maximumTC are similar to those of caseA, but TC falls
off more rapidly ford>0.15.

IV. SUMMARY

To summarize the work presented here, we have
formed a RVB mean-field theory on the triangular lattic
inspired by the recent discovery of the superconductivity
cobalt oxide layered materials.

Our use of a single-band model in the present con
needs a word of justification. The LDA band structure f
Na0.5CoO2 ~Refs. 13,14! indicates the possibility of a com
petition between two bands for the Fermi level on movi
away from that doping in either direction. One would co
clude thatdc;0.5 if the bands are held rigidly under dopin
since at this filling the Fermi level tangents the~filled! band
emanating from theG point in Fig. 1 of Ref. 13. The system
at different dopings would have their Fermi levels in diffe
ent bands. These would then correspond to~1! caseA~i! for
d,dc , i.e., electronlike and~2! caseB~ii ! for d.dc , i.e.,
holelike. A ‘‘one-band model’’ appears to be justifiable pr
vided one is sufficiently far fromdc . In view of the uncer-
tainty in the exact location ofdc , we have presented th
results for both signs oft above. While photoemission ma
shed light on this issue, its interpretation needs caution
view of the remarkable possibility that the observed ren
malized Fermi surface in strongly correlated systems co
differ drastically in shape from thebareFermi surface, which
has emerged from recent numerical work.20,21Our concern in

FIG. 9. The mean-field phase diagram fort5J and (u,f)
5(2p/3,4p/3).
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this work is with the ‘‘bare Fermi surface,’’ i.e., with the sig
of the bare t.

We argue that the superconducting material,d50.35, cor-
responds to an effective one-band case witht.0 and elec-
tron doping, i.e., caseA~i!. This is logical since a filling of
d50.35 seems far enough from any reasonabledc . Several
detailed results are presented. We find the symmetry of
superconducting order parameter and predict the existenc
an energy gap. We also present an approximate phase
gram for the cobalt oxide superconductor in theT-d plane.

In the more interesting caseA, there is a competition be
tween ferromagnetic order and superconductivity. Our lo
temperature RVB superconducting phase basically arise
the doping range where Nagaoka ferromagnetism is s
pressed by the antiferromagneticJ. The superconductivity
found here may thus be viewed as arising from what may
termedtotal frustration, i.e., from the competition betwee
competing terms, the frustrated electronic motion th
weakly prefers Nagaoka ferromagnetism and the frustra
spin exchange that prefers either no long-ranged order~i.e., a
short-ranged RVB-type state! or a doping weakened thre
sublattice order.

One major assumption in this work is that the scale oft is
not too different fromJ which is estimated to be around 7
K. This estimate is at odds with the LDA estimate of th
band width by two orders of magnitude, and thus we can
claim to have ‘‘explained’’ the low degeneracy temperatu
scale; we have merely assumed it and worked out the co
quences for other properties. Indeed the emergence of a
energy scale in these systems seems to be a central pro
of the cobaltates.

Finally, we have presented our results for the hig
frequency Hall constantRH* . This is predicted to grow lin-
early with temperature without saturation, and the slope
pends in a known way ont and on the filling. The filling
dependence@(11d)/d(12d)# should be readily testable
The explicit expressions enable one to extract the hopp
matrix elementt. The unusual behavior of the Hall consta
is a special property of the triangular lattice, having to
with its unique topology of smallest length of closed loop
with odd length. Our results are valid for high temperatu
kBT@$utu,J%min. Remarkably enough, this condition appea
easy to fulfill in the cobaltates, and hence it should be p
sible to utilize these results to extract basic parameters
the system from high-frequency Hall experiments. Our res
might also be useful in interpreting transport Hall data.
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